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SECURING FINANCIAL OPERATIONS

By Oliver Winzenried, WIBU Systems

Securing financial 
operations

For decades, the conventional way for a corporation to protect its intellectual prop-
erty has been to patent it. For the inventor, this provides legal protection and it is 
the basis of many business cases: if others want to use it, it comes at a cost. There is, 
however, a problem with the patent process: to receive a patent, it needs to be pub-
lished, which, in turn, makes the idea visible. 

 Therefore, many companies are keeping their most valuable ideas 
a secret hidden within the internal systems. This turns these corpo-
rate systems into very desirable targets for specialized hackers and 
organized industrial espionage experts. No one knows how many 
trade secrets companies keep, or how much they are worth. Some, 
like customer lists, are generated during day-to-day operations. 
Others are kept secret because patents typically last only twenty 
years. A survey by ASIS International, a security-industry body, 
estimated the annual value of stolen corporate intellectual prop-
erty at $300 billion in America. Another put it at over $1 trillion 
worldwide. Once the IP has been compromised, products and ideas 
are copied, reverse-engineered, and thrown back into the market, 
causing immense damage to the legitimate proprietor.

Most intellectual property thefts involve insiders. These are 
typically employees or contractors given access to sensitive infor-
mation, which they steal via flash drive, mobile phone, or e-mail. 
The German company and one of the world’s leading providers of 
IT solutions and services to retailers and retail banking Wincor 
Nixdorf realized the potential of this threat as early as 2007 and 
started a development project in order to protect test software and 
documents in the service environment against unauthorized use. 
A key aspect of the project was the secure authorization of tech-
nical maintenance staff at the company’s self-service terminals. 
Wincor Nixdorf was looking beyond the scope of a standard secu-
rity solution for software protection, identity, and access control. 
Access was to be secured via two-factor authentication, i.e. to gain 
access to the network users must possess both a user ID and the 
mechanism itself. In addition, the solution needed to be easy to 
use, flexible, and mobile: one password to start all protected appli-
cations, suitable for heterogeneous system environments and for 
the technicians performing their necessary maintenance applica-
tions. In terms of the back office, the security system had to be 
integrated into existing help desk processes and administered via 
the Wincor Nixdorf Global Customer Care Center in Paderborn. 

The result of the development project was CrypTA (Crypto-
graphic Technician Authentication), introduced in 2009 by Wibu-
Systems. CrypTA ensures authorized access to test and diagnostic 
functions and is based on a USB dongle, which is used essentially 
in the same way as a key. 

The basic technology for document encryption is the password 
protection function of the PDF document, which is included in 
the Adobe offering. Within CrypTA, the password is part of the 
key with which the document is saved. The critical point is the 
password: too simple and it can easily be hacked or phished; too 
complex and the password becomes hard to type and remember. 
In either case, it can be passed on to others. For these reasons, 
CrypTA uses password protections only for a few selected docu-
ments and to a limited extent. With the vast amounts of documents 
that need to be generated, accessed, and distributed, Secure Key 
Management is vital. Within CrypTA this is solved with a plug-in 
for Adobe Reader and Acrobat. The CodeMeter stick, distributed to 
every service technician, is an award-winning solution containing 
the most powerful encryption algorithms in combination with a 
smart card chip where the encryption keys are stored, away from 
all types of local and remote attacks. This way the technician only 
has to remember one individual password – the one that accesses 
his CodeMeter dongle. 

After five years and with the experience of running such a 
successful system Wibu-Systems and Wincor Nixdorf have come 
to a point where they want to share their know-how in this field. 
Both companies are expanding their long-term collaboration and 
are now offering their respective expertise in the area of Digital 
Rights Management, IT Services and Service Desk solutions to the 
international market. Possible target markets are banks, manu-
facturing companies and suppliers, everybody that has know-how 
worth protecting. 

Most intellectual property thefts involve insiders.  

These are typically employees or contractors given access 

to sensitive information, which they steal via flash drive, 

mobile phone, or e-mail.

Within CrypTA, the password is part of the key with which 

the document is saved. The critical point is the password:  

too simple and it can easily be hacked or phished; too com-

plex and the password becomes hard to type and remember. 

In either case, it can be passed on to others.

“With CrypTA we are able to guarantee a high 
level of security to protect our intellectual proper-
ty and can implement a high degree of flexibility 
in our processes at the same time.”

Guido Walther,  
Director Technical Support at Wincor Nixdorf

“CrypTA uses various security elements of 
CodeMeter simultaneously, thus offering the  
users of the Wincor service platform a convenient 
and restricted access to service documents with 
the highest possible security.”

Oliver Winzenried,  
CEO and founder of Wibu-Systems
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Users often have the best improvement ideas

With this year’s new categories, Bundesdruckerei is aiming to make 
more people aware of the important topic of identity protection. We 
are convinced that good ideas already exist and want to be heard – a 
fact that was confirmed in previous years’ competitions. Start-ups 
are often founded because they have a great idea. Private people 
discover gaps when they surf on the net. Company employees work 
in their field on special topics and they can easily make specific 
proposals for improvements. This year’s student prize is explicitly 
designed to make the next generation of Internet users more aware 
of this topic. The designers are to contribute new perspectives with 
a view to design, for instance, for processes, applications or apps.

Incentives for one’s own work

Greater security with the same convenience – that’s what Internet 
users want for modern online structures. The innovation depart-
ment at Bundesdruckerei is also working on possible scenarios 
for the future in order to create solutions for this. For years now, 
the company has been recognised the world over as an innovative 
force in the Secure ID industry and is pursuing innovation through 
around a dozen co-operation projects with scientific institutes. Dr. 
Ivonne Scherfenberg, Innovation Developer at Bundesdruckerei, is 
currently working on the Trusted Service Platform which provides 
different security levels as required in a multi-level concept. Service 

suppliers and Internet users can thus reduce the risk of misuse. “We 
hope that the eIDEE Contest will also provide momentum for our 
innovation work: We can envisage very good ideas from start-ups 
which supplement our platform as a technology partner. Or also 
application partners who wish to connect to our platform in order to 
offer their services. We are, of course, always looking for innovative 
applications which make life simpler for Internet users, especially 
with a view to user-centric innovation,” Dr. Scherfenberg explains 
her expectations for the contest. 

German start-ups already have considerable innovation 
capacity. But many good ideas are never developed to full 

maturity in Germany because often one important condition is 
missing, for instance, money or skilled staff. The innovation process 
could be stepped up if Germany’s traditionally closed innovation 
processes, i.e. the closed shops, were opened faster and ideally 
already during the development process. Really good innovation 
ideas need a certain stickiness factor. It is vital that they fulfil a 
“must-have” function, generate real benefits and are fun. Pricing, 
performance and quality have to be right and should not disappoint.

ABOUT THE eIDEE –  
CONTEST FOR THE DIGITAL HANDSHAKE

With its eIDEE – Contest for the Digital Handshake, Bundes-
druckerei GmbH is searching for innovative ideas in identity 
management. eIDEE addresses companies, start-ups, institu-
tions, private individuals, designers and students. The contest 
has the backing of numerous partners (biw Bank für Invest-
ments und Wertpapiere AG, Design Research Lab, Deutschland 
sicher im Netz e. V., e-commerce Magazin, Fraunhofer “Next 
generation ID” innovation cluster, Initiative D21 e. V., Institute 
of Electronic Business IEB, Project A Ventures und Verein Si-
chere Identitäten Berlin-Brandenburg e. V.) and supporters 
(blau Mobilfunk GmbH, Fraunhofer FOKUS Institute, Fraun-
hofer Institute for Reliability and Microintegration (IZM), 
ReinerSCT and TeleTrusT – Bundesverband IT-Sicherheit e. V.).

Professor Dr. Thomas Schildhauer,  
Director of the Institute of Electronic Business e. V. (IEB)  
at Berlin’s Universität der Künste and  
chairman of the eIDEE jury




